
Web page accessibility checklist

Images (check: ~ 5 minutes)

 Meaningful images have text alternatives ( alt  for <img>  , aria-label  otherwise)

 Decorative images are hidden ( alt=""  for <img> , aria-hidden="true"  otherwise)

 Images required to understand the content point to a description with the aria-describedby  attribute

 Images containing text (memes are a perfect example) have a text alternative

 If the image has a legend, it is in a <figcaption>  tag

 If the image is a CAPTCHA, there is a non graphical alternative

Colors (check: ~ 30 seconds)

 Colors have a high enough contrast
 4.5:1 ratio for text smaller than 24px (don't forget video subtitles and text on images)

 3.0:1 ratio for text bigger than 24px, icons, borders, buttons, charts...

 Exceptions: elements in their disabled state, logos, decorative text, inputs with native browser styles, elements with a text
description

 Provide alternatives when colors are the primary source of conveying the information

Content (check: ~ 15 minutes)

 You can understand the page with a screen reader only
 HTML is valid

 The lang  attribute is set on the html  element

 The titles <hx>  structure is relevant (do not skip heading levels)

 There are <header> , <footer> , <nav> , <main>  when relevant

 All links have relevant wording or title  attributes for composite links (images as link...)

 List contents are using <ul>  / <ol>  / <li>  / <dl>  / <dt>  / <dd>

 Quotes are using <blockquote>  for long quotes and <q>  for short quotes

 Each <iframe>  has a title  attribute describing its content

 Downloaded files are accessible or have an accessible alternative

 Cryptic content, emojis, ASCII art... have alternatives

CSS (check: ~ 5 minutes)

 The content is still readable if I disable CSS

 The website is still readable if I set: font-size  to 200%, line-height  to 1.5rem, margin  between paragraphs to 2rem ,
letter-spacing  to 0.12rem, word-spacing  to 0.16rem

 Every hidden content use display: none  or set a aria-hidden="true"  attribute

 Focusable elements have a focused styled, and it is not only a color change

 No horizontal scrolling on a vertical page

 Site should be readable in landscape and portrait mode (exceptions: games, etc)

Navigation (check: ~ 10 minutes)

 You can use every feature of the page with the keyboard only
 At least two navigation systems exist: menus, sitemap, page search (exceptions: small enough sites where browser search acts

as a page search)

 Navigation systems are at the same place from page to page

 There is a "Skip to content" link as the first focusable element



Media: audio, video, carousels, slides... (check: ~ 2 minutes)

 Use native <audio>  and <video>  players, no flash or other technologies

 Provide subtitles with <track kind="captions">  to both audio and video content (don't forget user-uploaded content!)

 Other types of media (carousel, slides, etc.) must have textual alternatives

 Do not autoplay media

Tables (check: ~ 3 minutes)

 <table>  is used to display tabular data and only tabular data

 The table is described by a <caption>  tag

 The table has a title  attribute

 The table has <th>  row and/or column headers

 Every cell is linked to its header by putting scope="rol"  / scope="col"  on the <th>  elements or by linking <td
headers="super-header-id">  with <th id="super-header-id">

Forms (check: ~ 5 minutes)

 No input has the autofocus  attribute

 Every input has an associated label with <label> , aria-label  or aria-labelledby .

 Labels are close to related inputs

 Fields of the same nature are grouped in <fieldset>  tags (example: radios, checkboxes)

 Every <fieldset>  has a <legend>

 Every choice input with options uses a <select>  component (no custom selects!) or ARIA comboboxes

 Juridic, financial actions can be reviewed after form validation and before form submission

 User info related fields have an autocomplete  attribute configured

Dynamic content (check: ~ 2 minutes)

 Time limits can be controlled or disabled (refresh/redirect/session timeouts)

 No window is opened without the user's intervention

 Every change of context (new window opens, focus is changed, page is changed) is be triggered by a button, a submit input, a
link or an element with a text warning of the context change.

 Rapid flashes (video, animations) must have a frequency of less than 3 per second or cover an area smaller than 21 824 pixels

 Every animation lasts less than 5 seconds or can be stopped

 Every multitouch action can be triggered with a single touch action

 Features requiring device movement have non physical alternatives (exception: gyrometers, podometers...)

 "Toaster" messages have a role="status"  , role="alert"  , role="log"  or role="progressbar"  attribute.


